procedure but 15 generations later. Because the foundation lines were highly inbred, the two lines must have been nearly identical in genetic constitution at generation zero. The S*-line has been managed the same in all respects as the S-line, including procedure in selection. The purpose was to obtain, by comparison of the two lines, another measure of response to selection in the S-line. Since the SI-line was initiated 15 generations after the S-line, SI, was contemporary with S16, SI, with S,,, . . . . . . ., and SI, with Sz0.
The A-line is a derivative of a standard laboratory inbred (Balb/c). It traces completely to one pair of full sibs produced by over 60 generations of continuous full-sib mating. During the course of the experiment the A-line has been maintained as a closed population with random mating among breeding animals chosen at random. Minimum genetic change during the course of the experiment was anticipated in the case of this line because (a) it was highly inbred at the outset and (b) the only deviations from random selection were those arising from natural causes. RAHNEFELD et al. (1963) reported, using data from 18 generations, estimates of additive genetic variance for post-weaning growth in the A-line of 0.037 k 0.087 and -0.012 * 0.04.2 for males and females respectively. In view of standard errors shown, these do not establish complete absence of additive genetic variance. On the other hand, they provide no positive evidence for genetic variation in the line.
Performance averages for the A-line were employed as control measures of variation in environment. It i s worth noting in this connection that there was significant intercycle variation in the averages of both growth and litter size but that neither trait exhibited a long-time, trend in this line.
In all three lines, each litter was raised in a single container to 42 days of age. Weaning was accomplished by removal of the dam.
Data recorded have been sex, 18-and 49-day weights, litter size at weaning and at 42 days, and feed consumption (total feed) by litters in the post-weaning (18-4.2 day) period.
STATISTICAL PROCEDURE
Estimation of the genetic correlation between litter size and post-weaning growth required estimates of additive genetic variance in each of these variables and of the additive genetic covariance between them. Procedures in obtaining these estimates were largely as described by RAHNEFELD et al. (1962) and RAHNEFELD et al. (1963) .
The estimate of additive genetic covariance was based on covariance between post-weaning growth of dam and litter size of daughter as outlined in 1962. The estimate of additive genetic variance in post-weaning growth was based on analyses of variance and parent-offspring regressions using procedures detailed in 1963. Additive genetic variance in litter size was estimated from dam-offspring covariance, as described in 1962, and from intra-cycle analyses of variance.
In obtaining the approximations to V ( S ) that were employed in getting the weighted average of estimates of the sire effect variance (S) from separate intra-cycle variance analyses: (1) a single value for D (the variance of dam effects), obtained by ordinary pooling of the separate variance analyses, was employed in the numerical approximations to the mean square expectations, and (2) the single value employed for S in these same approximations was one quarter of the additive genetic variance estimate obtained from dam-daughter covariance. There was no reason to believe D variable from cycle to cycle as there was in the case of post-weaning growth;
hence the decision to employ a common value. The dam-daughter covariance source for the approximation to S was chosen because the pooled variance analyses estimate was negative and therefore not acceptable.
Averages of estimates were frequently computed. In all cases, weighted averages were employed, the weights used being inversely proportional to the estimated variances of quantities averaged.
RESULTS A N D DISCUSSION
The additive genetic covariance between post-weaning growth and litter size in the S-line was estimated as 0.200 S 0.222 (1682 df associated with the estimate) after correction for bias due to selection of parents. When parent-offspring covariance is estimated from data involving parents that have been selected on the basis of the parent measurement involved in the covariance, the result is biased downward relative to the total population covariance. This was the situation since parents had been selected for growth. Bias was removed by multiplying the raw estimate by the ratio o€ total phenotypic variance among unselected individuals to the total phenotypic variance among selected parents contributing to data employed for computing covariance. The estimates of phenotypic variance in gain among dams and among all females used in adjusting the dam-offspring estimate of additive genetic covariance, were 0.55 and 1.84 respectively.
Estimates of variance components and additive genetic variance for litter size representing information from all data of the 30 cycles in the S-line are listed in Table 1 and Table 2 .
The heritability estimate for litter size, computed using the average value from Table 2 and the estimate of total phenotypic variance ( P ) from Table 1 , is 0.040 0.037. FALCONER (1960) reported that the heritability of litter size in Table 3 . Estimates of additive genetic variance for female growth rate representing information from all data in the S-line are listed in Table 4 .
The heritability estimate for female growth rate using the average value from If the genetic correlation is in fact large, the selection exerted for gain in the S-line should have resulted in considerable increase in litter size as a correlated response. The magnitude of this response can be estimated (1 ) by regression of the difference between the S-and A-lines on generation time and (2) by the difference between the S-and S1 lines. The S-and A-line averages for litter size by generations are listed in Table 5 .
The estimate of linear regression of the S-line and A-line difference on generation time was 0.099 * 0.01 l . Statistical test showed no significant deviation from linear regression. Multiplication by 29 yields 2.87 f 0.319 as the estimate of correlated response in litter size to selection for growth in the period from generation 1 to generation 30 in the S-line. In Table 6 are listed the averages for contemporary generations in the S-and SI-lines. after a very few generations (five in one case and six in the other) while in ours there has been no clear indication of change in response during the 29 generations of selection for which results are reported. This difference is probably a function of the difference in selection criterion. For dams of equal size there would be a negativc correlation between litter size and weight of offspring at 42 or 60 days and a resultant tendency for mice largest in size to be found in smaller litters. The litter size effect on post-weaning growth is much less than on weight at 42 days and not sufficient to dampen the correlated response.
Both expected and effective selection differentials, as defined by FALCONER ( 1960) . were computed each generation. Weighting of the parents record in the case of the effective selection differential was by number of offspring that lived to 42 days of age. The ratio of effective to expected differentials was computed for each generation. Its average value was 1.000, its standard deviation was 0.022, The difference between observed and predicted response in litter size may have resulted entirely from overestimation of the additive genetic covariance between growth rate and litter size; the standard error (.22) of the estimate does not exclude the possibility that the actual covariance was considerably smaller than the 0.20 estimate obtained. On the other hand there may be strong dependence of litter size on body size and, if so, the difference between observed and predicted response may reflect the similar difference in the case of post-weaning gain itself. The ratio of observed to predicted response for gain was also 0.64. As noted by RAHNEFELD et al. (1963) , that difference may have reflected a biological reality but was in fact not significant.
There are good reasons to anticipate that continued selection for an extreme in a trait like growth rate will result eventually in reduced reproduction (fitness) ; see LERNER (1958) in particular. However, it is not clear a priori that loss of fitness must always occur as a correlated response to selection for a metric trait or how soon reduction in fitness should be expected. Against this background the fact that litter size has increased through most, if not all, of the 30 generations of selection for growth rate is significant and exceedingly interesting. This observation is in strong contrast to the decrease in hatchability within five generations of selection for shank length in White Leghorns reported by LERNER (1958) .
SUMMARY
The genetic correlation and additive genetic covariance of post-weaning gain and litter size were estimated for a genetically variable population of mice during a 29-generation span in which recurrent selection for post-weaning gain was practiced. Estimates indicate a high positive genetic correlation (0.89) .-The total response in litter size to direct selection for gain was 0.099 per generation or a total of 2.87 for 29 generations. This was 64% of the response predicted using the standard prediction formula. There was no statistically significant deviation from linearity in the regression of mean litter size on generation time.
